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What is the eligible area of the Programmme? 
 
The eligible area of this Programme includes eight counties: four in Romania (Satu 
Mare, Bihor, Arad and Timiş) and four from Hungary (Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg, Hajdú-
Bihar, Békés and Csongrád). 
 

What is our Programme strategy? 
 
The Priority axes and the indicative actions were selected as a result of a socio-
economic analysis of the eligible area, addressing the key issues, challenges and the 
potential of the eligible area. The process was followed by the development of a 
common strategy, in order to meet and answer the main challenges identified and to 
capitalize the common potential of the eligible border area. In this context, the 
programme aims to achieve integrated interventions focusing on a strong cross-border 
and strategic view, in order to exploit the potential of the cross-border eligible area. 
 

What is to be financed? 
 

The new cooperation Programme is structured in six priority axes and aims to 
intensify cooperation in the cross-border area and to identify joint solutions for the 
economic and social development of the eligible area: 
 

Priority Axis 1 (with a total budget of approx. of 48,50 MEur): 
Joint protection and efficient use of common values and resources (Cooperating 
on common values and resources)  
 

 Investment priority 6/b: Investing in the water sector to meet the requirements 
of the Union's environmental acquis and to address needs, identified by the 
Member States, for investment that goes beyond those requirements 

 Investment priority 6/c: Conserving, protecting, promoting and developing natural 
and cultural heritage  

 
Priority Axis 2 (with a total budget of approx. of 34,99 MEur): 
Improve sustainable cross-border mobility and remove bottlenecks (Cooperating 
on accessibility)  
 
 Investment priority 7/b: Enhancing regional mobility by connecting secondary and 

tertiary nodes to TEN-T infrastructure, including multimodal nodes 
 Investment priority 7/c: Developing and improving environmentally-friendly 

(including low noise) and low-carbon transport systems, including inland 
waterways and maritime transport, ports, multimodal links and airport 
infrastructure, in order to promote sustainable regional and local mobility  

 
 
 
 



Priority Axis 3 (with a total budget of approx. of 55,07 MEur): 
Improve employment and promote cross-border labour mobility (Cooperating on 
employment) 
 
 Investment priority 8/b: Supporting employment-friendly growth through the 

development of endogenous potential as part of a territorial strategy for specific 
areas, including the conversion of declining industrial regions and enhancement of 
accessibility to, and development of, specific natural and cultural resources  

 
Priority Axis 4 (with a total budget of approx. of 57,03 MEur): 
Improving health-care services (Cooperating on health-care and prevention)  
 
 Investment priority 9/a: Investing in health and social infrastructure which 

contributes to national, regional and local development, reducing inequalities in 
terms of health status, promoting social inclusion through improved access to 
social, cultural and recreational services and the transition from institutional to 
community-based services  

 
Priority Axis 5 (with a total budget of approx. of 9,55 MEur): 
Improve risk-prevention and disaster management (Cooperating on risk 
prevention and disaster management)  
 
 Investment priority 5/b: Promoting investment to address specific risks, ensuring 

disaster resilience and developing disaster management systems  
 
Priority Axis 6 (with a total budget of approx. of 4,01 MEur): 
Promoting cross-border cooperation between institutions and citizens 
(Cooperation of institutions and communities)  
 
 Investment priority 11/b: Promoting legal and administrative cooperation and 

cooperation between citizens and institutions (ETC-CB)  
 
The Programme is financing projects with a cross-border character involving 
partners from both countries, benefiting communities on both sides of the border. 
The projects shall directly contribute to the achievement of targets and goals set 
within the Programme’s priority axes. 
 
Who are the eligible beneficiaries? 
 
Eligible beneficiaries of the Programme differ according to the specifics of each of 
the priority axis / investment priority. Eligible applicants must have their 
headquarters, a regional/local branch or an institution located in the eligible 
programme area, i.e. Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg, Hajdú-Bihar, Békés and Csongrád 
counties in Hungary, and Satu Mare, Bihor, Arad and Timiş counties in Romania.  
Exceptions are also possible – in case of public entities not having their legal seat in 
the eligible area, but having legal competencies for implementing operations in the 
Programme area.  
 

 

 



What is the total budget of the Programme? 
 
The total budget of the Programme, which also includes the national co-financing, is 
approximately 232 MEur. From the total budget, approximately 189 MEur represent 
the allocation from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). 
 
Please note that the version of the Cooperation Programme Document submitted to 
the European Commission for approval can be consulted online on the website of the 
Ministry of Development and Public Administration, on the section dedicated to the 
Interreg V-A Romania-Hungary Programme, and is available in both English and in 
Romanian languages (unofficial translation). 
 
Our contact details: 
 
Joint Secretariat of the Interreg V-A Romania-Hungary Programme: 
Regional Office for Cross-Border Cooperation Oradea (BRECO) 
 

Tel.: +40 259 473 174 

Fax:  +40 259 473 175 

E-mail: office@brecoradea.ro  
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